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ACROSS
Not explicit
Embarrassed
Foreign
Incision
Pierces with horns
Library user
Reposed
Articles
Swift rodent
Sentimental song
Select group
Consume
First woman
Plant
Books of Wisdom
Otherwise
Beneath
Gage
Highly poisonous
gas
Custom
Worthless dog
Auguries
Colourless
inflammable gas
Long lock
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DOWN
Attribute
Facts given
Live a dull life
Worshipped
Comfort
Commands
Derogatory
Colour
Celtic tongue
Widened
Shakes with cold
Before (poet)
Grew less
Young hares
Faltered
Everyone
Regrets
Proverbs
Jewish surplice
Sudden wind blast
Frozen treats
Sister
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All the river heads
to run to Echuca
By Tyla Harrington
THE 10 Murray Darling Association region chairs will arrive in
Echuca next weekend to develop a
strategic plan for the organisation.
Chief executive Emma Bradbury
said it would be no easy task, but
was an exciting opportunity.
Workshops are on Friday to
Sunday, with the national president
to be elected at the end of the
meeting.
‘‘Developing the plan is pivotal
to the organisation and it is imperative we get it right,’’ Ms Bradbury
said.
‘‘Obviously the implementation

of the basin plan is a significant
element of the structure of the plan.
‘‘But it’s not the only issue.
‘‘There’s also issues surrounding
the trading of water, water pricing
and other natural resource management priorities, all of which contribute to managing the basin.
‘‘We need to make sure we have
an informed debate around all basin
issues.
‘‘A clear plan is really important.’’
Ms Bradbury said stakeholders
would be making presentations and
workshops throughout the weekend.
Plus a ‘‘well versed’’ facilitator
would speak on Saturday.
‘‘Basically we need to recognise

what constitutes good value for out
members,’’ Ms Bradbury said.
‘‘And we need to develop a
strategic plan that will carry MDA
forward for years ahead.
‘‘We have been very pleased with
recent discussions in Canberra —
although cautious — where there
have been discussions that show a
clear appetite for Local Government
and communities to inform the
direction of authority.
‘‘MDA believes this is an exciting opportunity for very constructive dialogue between local, state
and federal stakeholders in related
to basin management.’’
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Organic idea
THE Victorian Government
wants to capture energy from
organic waste.
Environment and Climate
Change Minister Lisa Neville
announced a $300,000 cash
injection to support investment
in alternative technologies.
Ms Neville said the investment would help keep organic
waste out of landfill and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
The funding will support
local government and businesses to install small-scale on-site
or precinct-scale anaerobic digestion technology for organics
recovery and as an alternative
energy source.
‘‘This funding will support
businesses that produce organic
waste onsite and have identified
alternative technologies as a
future opportunity,’’ she said.
‘‘These new technologies
could reduce our reliance on
fossil fuels such as coal, gas and
oil, resulting in a reduction in
our emissions.’’
Ms Neville said there was a
significant opportunity to increase the recovery and
reprocessing of food waste in
the commercial and industrial
sector.
In 2011-12, over 280,000
tonnes of food waste was
generated by the commercial
and industrial sector with only
10 per cent recycled.
Applications close March 21,
for more information visit
www.sustainability.vic.gov.au

Appointments
added

Bright idea: Murray Elliott thinks his gate plates could save time and money for our emergency
services.

Idea served up on a plate
MOAMA’S Murray Elliott has an
idea he thinks will save time,
resources and even lives during a
bushfire.
Gate plates.
It’s a simple concept — metal
plates that read ‘stayed’ or ‘left’
for home owners to display when
leaving or protecting their home in
an emergency.
‘‘Every property owner would
have one, it’d be compulsory to
own and use them,’’ he said.
‘‘If they hang it by wire on their
metal mail box during a fire, it
gives authorities all the information they need about that resident.
‘‘When resources are tight and
time is of the essence it gives them
the opportunity to know whether
they’re going into a property and
looking for a person or if they’ve
long departed to an emergency
centre.’’
Almost two years in the making,
gate plates are Mr Elliott’s babies
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— birthed following the traumatic
events of Black Saturday.
He’s spent the past few months
campaigning to politicians, police,
the CFA and local council to no
avail.
Member for Murray Plains and
leader of the Nationals Peter
Walsh said Mr Elliott’s idea had
merit.
But after referring it to CFA
chief executive Lucinda Nolan it
was found there could be a range
of ‘‘other unintended consequences associated with the concept
such as burglary and looting’’.
“Ms Nolan’s advice was that
from a pure practical perspective
the ideas have some merit —
knowing when a building is occupied or vacant would help in an
emergency,’’ Mr Walsh said.
‘‘But the CFA is not in a
position to fund the further development, production or promotion
of the product.

‘‘Mr Elliott has been advised
there are government grants he
may wish to pursue and I’d be
happy to offer a letter of support.’’
Campaspe Police Inspector
Geoff Owen said he always welcomed innovative thinking but in
this instance the negatives
outweighed the positives.
‘‘Emergency services can’t rely
on a sign — regardless of whether
there was one up or not we would
need to confirm someone was in
the house using other measures,’’
he said.
Mr Elliott hoped Mr Walsh
‘‘would take it all the way to
parliament’’.
‘‘It won’t cost property owners
a thing, it could be included in the
fire levy,’’ he said.
‘‘Communication is of the highest order in emergencies — these
give vital information in the frenzy
of locating people, anyone who
has any ideas to help me get this
further is welcome to call me on
0404 661 895.’’
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In brief

ECHUCA’S
BreastScreen
clinic has added 30 appointments between March 8 and 15.
And women between the ages
of 50 and 74 are encouraged to
take advantage of the free
service.
‘‘This is a bonus for Echuca
women and we want to make it
as easy as possible to make an
appointment for a breast
screen,’’ BreastScreen Victoria
chief executive Vicki Pridmore
said.
‘‘One in nine women will be
diagnosed with breast cancer in
their lifetime and of those, 75
per cent will be over the age of
50, so it is important to remember that the early detection a
breast screen can give offers
women the best chance of
successful treatment and recovery.
‘‘A breast screen once every
two years could be life-saving.
Echuca women should make the
most of the additional appointments and book now.’’
Appointments
at
the
BreastScreen Victoria clinic on
Service St can be made by
calling 132 050 or online at
breastscreen.org.au
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